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INTRODUCTION 

With respect to the Interagency Working Group, Defendants concede that “[n]o statute 

establishes it, nor delegates it any legislative authority.”  Doc. 28, at 41.  And Defendants also 

concede that, pursuant to Executive Order 13990, the Working Group’s Interim Values are binding 

on federal agencies, unless a statute specifically prohibits their use.  “To be sure, the Executive 

Order requires agencies to use the Interim Estimates,” Defendants write, unless “the agency faces 

any conflicting statutory obligation.”  Doc. 28, at 23 (emphasis added); see also id. (conceding 

that agencies “will … rely on the Interim Estimates when they have discretion to do so”); id. at 38 

(conceding that “agencies may, at least in some circumstances, be bound by the Executive Order”).  

This concession follows the plain language of the Executive Order, which directs that “agencies 

shall use” the Interim Values “when monetizing the value of changes in greenhouse gas emissions 

resulting from regulations and other relevant agency actions.”  Doc. 1-1, at 5 (EO 13990, 

§ 5(b)(ii)(A)) (emphasis added).  Thus, under the Interim Values, federal agencies must use their 

delegated authority in a specific way on a critical, substantive policy question—even though “[n]o 

statute establishes [the Working Group], nor delegates it any legislative authority.”  Doc. 28, at 

41. 

These concessions are fatal to virtually every argument Defendants make, both on standing 

and on the merits.  Defendants liken Executive Order 13990 to prior Executive Orders that imposed 

procedural requirements on the federal agency rulemaking process, such as centralized review and 

preparing RIAs.  Doc. 28, at 2.  The analogy breaks down because EO 13990 dictates how agencies 

must exercise their delegated authority on a specific, substantive legislative question—thus 

exercising quintessentially legislative authority. 
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Defendants argue that Plaintiffs’ claims will be “hypothetical” and “speculative” until 

another federal agency relies on the Interim Values in a final rulemaking.  Doc. 28, at 14.  But 

there is nothing “hypothetical” about how the agencies will use the Interim Values.  According to 

the Executive Order, if agencies may consider the “social cost” of greenhouse gases in their 

exercise of discretion, they must do so, and (what is more) they must use the specific numerical 

values calculated by the Interagency Working Group.  Doc. 28, at 3; Doc. 28-4, at 13.  This 

requirement permanently tilts the playing field in future agency rulemakings against the Plaintiff 

States, who would raise substantive arguments against the use of such values, and against the 

Working Group’s particular numbers.  In future rulemakings, the agencies’ adoption on the Interim 

Values is a foregone conclusion—commanded by the President of the United States—and the 

Plaintiff States’ substantive objections to them will be disregarded.  That is a concrete injury in 

itself.  See, e.g., City of Los Angeles v. Barr, 929 F.3d 1163, 1173 (9th Cir. 2019) (“[T]his inability 

to compete on an even playing field constitutes a concrete and particularized injury.”).   

Indeed, on Defendants’ view, the Executive will make a policy decision of great import—

the calculation of the “social costs” of greenhouse gases—without any opportunity for input from 

interested parties or the public, at any point.  The Working Group did not accept any public 

comments, and future agencies are bound by the Working Group’s numbers.  This flouts the basic 

requirements of the APA. 

Moreover, there is nothing “speculative” about Plaintiffs’ allegation that the Interim Values 

will inevitably be used to justify increased regulatory costs in foundational sectors of the American 

economy, including energy, agriculture, and manufacturing.  That is the whole point of the Interim 

Values.  There is nothing speculative about predicting that the Interim Values will function exactly 

as designed, and as Defendants say they will.  Plaintiff States’ injuries are far more concrete and 
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imminent than the predicted loss of centimeters of coastline over 100 years that the Supreme Court 

found sufficient to support State standing in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 522 (2007).  See 

also id. at 520 (holding that States are “entitled to special solicitude in our standing analysis”).  

And they are far more imminent and less speculative than the injuries predicted by the Plaintiff 

States in Department of Commerce v. New York, 139 S. Ct. 2551, 2565-66 (2019), where it was 

predicted that unlawful aliens “will likely react in predictable ways.”  Here, Plaintiff States merely 

predict that federal agencies will follow an executive order from the President of the United States. 

Defendants argue that it is too early to consider the legality of the Working Group’s actions 

until they are used by some other federal agency.  But the Interim Values present an Executive-

Branch-wide, binding determination on a critical policy question now.  And the Supreme Court 

recently cast doubt on the notion that a lawsuit challenging a later agency’s action is a “proper 

vehicle[] for attacking” an earlier agency’s action that the later agency relies on.  Dep’t of 

Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891, 1910 (2020).  Thus, Defendants 

seek to place Plaintiffs in a Catch-22—now, they say that it is too early to challenge the Working 

Group’s actions, but when another agency relies on them, they will say it is too late.  See id.  Article 

III does not insulate the Executive’s violation of the separation of powers from all judicial review. 

Defendants concede that they never afforded Plaintiffs notice or opportunity to comment 

on the Interim Values, but they contend that this is a supposedly a “bare procedural violation, 

divorced from any concrete harm.”  Doc. 28, at 29.  On the contrary, as Plaintiffs allege, the Interim 

Values impose a wide array of concrete harms on them, including prejudicing their ability to 

participate in future rulemakings, impacting their operation of cooperative-federalism programs, 

and inflicting specific pocketbook injuries.  On Defendants’ view, the exception would swallow 
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the rule, and all deprivations of the right to comment would be non-actionable “bare procedural 

violations.”  The States have standing, and the Interim Values must be vacated, on this basis alone. 

Citing Massachusetts v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447 (1923), Defendants argue that States cannot 

assert parens patriae standing against the federal government.  Doc. 28, at 27.  The Supreme Court 

rejected this very argument in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 520 n.17 (2007).  Here, the 

States do not seek to “‘protect [their] citizens from the operation of federal statutes,’ (which is 

what Mellon prohibits).”  Id. (citing Mellon, 262 U.S. at 484-85).  Instead, they seek “to assert 

[their] rights under” a federal statute, id.—here, the Administrative Procedure Act—as well as 

asserting their own sovereign interests.  This is squarely permitted by Massachusetts v. EPA.  Id. 

Defendants argue that the States’ asserted federalism injuries merely raise “abstract 

questions” of political power and sovereignty.  Doc. 28, at 29.  On the contrary, the Interim Values 

are binding in future agency proceedings, and thus they directly impact the States’ sovereign 

interests.  Among other things, they directly affect the States’ ability to be heard in future agency 

rulemakings—because the States’ substantive objections to the Interim Values will receive no 

meaningful consideration in the face of the President’s directive—and they directly impact the 

States’ administration of cooperative-federalism programs. 

Defendants argue that the Working Group is not an “agency” at all because it is supposedly 

akin to President Reagan’s Task Force on Regulatory Relief, discussed in Meyer v. Bush, 981 F.2d 

1288 (D.C. Cir. 1993).  Doc. 28, at 39.  But Defendants correctly describe that Task Force as 

“oversee[ing] the new regulatory review process,” id. (emphasis added), not as dictating binding 

substantive numerical values that agencies must use when they have discretion.  The Working 

Group bears no resemblance to the Task Force at issue in Meyer. 
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Defendants argue that there is not a “final agency action” under Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 

at 177-78, but again, their concession that the Interim Values are binding undermines their 

position.  Defendants overlook that finality depends on whether the Interim Values are the 

“consummation of the agency’s decisionmaking process,” Bennett, 520 U.S. at 177-78 (emphasis 

added)—not that of some future agency.  They argue that the Interim Values are devoid of “direct 

and appreciable legal consequences,” Doc. 28, at 38, but that argument cannot be squared with 

their concession that the Interim Values are binding on federal agencies now.  The fact that all 

federal agencies with any leeway to consider such costs will now do so, and will use the Working 

Group’s specific numbers, is a “direct and appreciable legal consequence[],” id., of enormous 

practical import.  And it directly forecloses the States from meaningful participation in future 

rulemakings of other agencies. 

In light of Defendants’ concessions, these and all Defendants’ other arguments lack merit.  

And their overarching narrative—that the Interim Values are merely internal and business-as-usual 

for the Executive Branch—fails even cursory review.  Creating a secretive, “super” agency by 

executive fiat that directs other agencies to use specific valuations of costs in “regulations and 

other relevant agency actions” is not business-as-usual.  E.O. 13990 §5(b)(ii)(a).  Breaking with 

standard APA practice and publishing such rules without notice and comment does not “allow for 

meaningful and informed comment,” and is not business-as-usual.  Am. Med. Ass’n v. Reno, 57 

F.3d 1129, 1132 (D.C. Cir. 1995).  Plaintiff States have suffered and will suffer injury from the 

Working Group’s increasing the social cost of carbon from roughly $7 to $51 (more than 700%) 

without engaging in rulemaking under the APA.  Plaintiff States have already suffered injury from 

this procedural failure.  California v. Trump, No. CV 19-960 (RDM), 2020 WL 1643858, at *14 

(D.D.C. Apr. 2, 2020).  Plaintiff States have also alleged that they will imminently suffer future 
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injury to their sovereignty and their pocketbooks from future agency actions using the Interim 

Values that increase the costs of goods that they buy and diminish their tax revenue.  E.g., Am. 

Compl. ¶ 184.  Plaintiff States have alleged a “predictable effect of Government action on the 

decisions of third parties.”  Dep’t of Com., 139 S. Ct. at 2566.  Plaintiffs have standing, the issues 

are ripe, and the Executive’s actions are indefensible on the merits.  

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“A court deciding a motion under Rule 12(b)(1) must distinguish between a ‘facial attack’ 

and a ‘factual attack’ on jurisdiction.”  Carlsen v. GameStop, Inc., 833 F.3d 903, 908 (8th Cir. 

2016).  Under “a facial attack, ‘the court restricts itself to the face of the pleadings, and the non-

moving party receives the same protections as it would defending against a motion brought under 

Rule 12(b)(6).’”  Id.  Although Defendants failed to include a standard of review and specify what 

kind of motion they filed, a fair reading indicates that they claim the injuries pleaded on the face 

of the Amended Complaint are legally insufficient—i.e., a “facial attack.”  Plaintiff States reserve 

the right to respond should any dispute arise.  

To avoid dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6), “a complaint must contain sufficient factual 

matter, accepted as true, to ‘state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 

556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)).  A 

complaint that does not raise a plausible claim to relief is legally insufficient.  Couzens v. Donohue, 

854 F.3d 508, 518 (8th Cir. 2017) (dismissing complaint because asserted cause of action 

unrecognized); Brown v. Mortg. Elec. Registration Sys., Inc., 738 F.3d 926, 935 (8th Cir. 2013).  

“A claim is plausibly pleaded when its “factual context ... allows the court to draw the reasonable 

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”  Kuhns v. Scottrade, Inc., 868 

F.3d 711, 717 (8th Cir. 2017). 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiff States have Article III standing. 

Plaintiff States have alleged facts showing actual injury and a substantial risk of injury 

based on the Interim Values increasing the burden of regulations in favor of future benefits and 

interfering with their proprietary, sovereign, and quasi-sovereign interests.  The Amended 

Complaint alleges both procedural injury and future injuries, and these injuries are traceable back 

to the Interim Values due to Executive Order 13990 binding agency action.   

Article III standing requires an injury that is “concrete, particularized, and actual or 

imminent; fairly traceable to the challenged action; and redressable by a favorable ruling.”  

Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 398, 409 (2013).  To satisfy the sufficiently traceable 

prong, plaintiff may rely “on the predictable effect of Government action on the decisions of third 

parties.”  Dep’t of Com., 139 S. Ct. at 2566.  “An allegation of future injury may suffice if the 

threatened injury is “certainly impending,” or there is a ‘substantial risk’ that the harm will occur.”  

Susan B. Anthony List v. Driehaus, 573 U.S. 149, 158 (2014) (quoting Clapper, 568 U.S. at 409).  

Plaintiff must support each element “with the manner and degree of evidence required at the 

successive stages of the litigation.”  Susan B. Anthony List, 573 U.S. 158 (quoting Lujan v. Defs. 

of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992)).  “[O]ne party with standing is sufficient,” Rumsfeld v. 

FAIR, 547 U.S. 47, 52 n.2 (2006). 

Defendants claim that Plaintiff States cannot show any aspect of standing for any of their 

claims.  Doc. 28 at Part I.A.  Looking at the claims en masse, Defendants assert that any threatened 

injury is speculative because any injury can only arise from future regulations issued by different 

agencies.  Id. at 15–16.  But the whole point of the Interim Values is to mandate their usage in 

federal agency actions to justify increased regulatory costs.  The proposition that these burdens 
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may not come to pass because the agencies are “independent decisionmakers” contradicts 

Defendants’ concession that the Interim Values are binding  unless foreclosed by statute, including 

the many times where the agency claims discretion.  Id. at 23, 45.  

Due to this future-injury issue, Defendants assert that any injury cannot be traced to the 

Working Group.  Id. at 21–22.  They allege that the Court cannot grant relief as even without 

Executive Order 13990, agencies would use the Interim Values because they are the “best available 

science.”  Id. at 24.  Plaintiff States correctly note that no agency could rely on the Interim Values 

when both their expert affidavit, and the 2021 TSD itself, explain that, in fact, the Interim Values 

do “not reflect the tremendous increase in the scientific and economic understanding of climate-

related damages that has occurred in the past decade.”  2021 TSD at 22.  This is exactly the 

impending harm Plaintiff States pleaded to satisfy standing. 

Defendants’ assertions ask the Court to believe that executive departments will disobey an 

Executive Order requiring them to use the Interim Values in agency actions when monetizing the 

benefits of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  That is not a plausible prediction.     

A. Plaintiffs States have suffered a clear procedural injury. 

Plaintiff States have suffered a procedural injury because the Interim Values are effective 

now as a final rule that did not go through APA procedures, including notice-and-comment and 

judicial review under 5 U.S.C. § 706.  Count III alleges that the Working Group failed to utilize 

APA procedures in promulgating the Interim Values, Am. Compl. ¶¶ 144–145, 211–218, and that 

the Interim Values could not be promulgated because they are arbitrary and capricious, 

unreasonable, contrary to law, and in excess of authority, id. ¶¶ 147–151, 219–228.   

This injury has already occurred, as members of the interested public, like Plaintiff States, 

were deprived of the opportunity to meaningfully comment (or comment at all) on the Interim 
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Values.  Connecticut Light & Power, 673 F.2d 525, 530 (1982).  The comment period should “give 

affected parties an opportunity to develop evidence in the record to support their objections to the 

rule and thereby enhance the quality of judicial review.”  Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 

F.3d 431, 449 (3d Cir. 2011).  This, of course, should occur before the rule is finalized.  5 U.S.C. 

§ 553(c).  And “post-promulgation comments [are] an inadequate substitute for APA procedures.”  

United States v. Johnson, 632 F.3d 912, 931 (5th Cir. 2011).  Plaintiff States have pleaded that this 

deprived them of the opportunity to comment and submit evidence that they would have 

commented.1  Am. Compl. ¶¶ 153, 191, 194; Pls. States’ Memo, Doc. 18, at 37. 

Defendants assert that this is a “bare procedural violation” insufficient for injury-in-fact 

because being unable to comment—without more—is not an injury.  Doc. 28, at 29 (citing 

Summers v. Earth Island Inst. 555 U.S. 488, 496 (2009)).  But Summers merely stands for the 

unremarkable proposition that a plaintiff lacks an injury to challenge procedural regulations after 

settling the substantive claim causing the injury.  Plaintiff was aggrieved by an agency selling 

timber and sued over the sale and a separate regulation that permitted the agency to take the action 

without a notice, comment, and appeals process.  555 U.S. at 491.  When the parties settled over 

that particular sale, the Court found that the challenges to the underlying regulation could not 

proceed.  Id. at 496.   

Plaintiff States do not challenge the effect a different regulation has on a dispute that has 

settled.  They challenge the Working Group’s failure to follow Congress’s blueprint in issuing the 

                                                 
1 In fact, Plaintiff States have continued to comment on the issues raised by the Interim 

Values when provided a reasonable opportunity to do so.  In addition to the FERC comment 
submitted before their opening brief was filed, they also commented directly on the Interim Values 
in OMB’s non-rulemaking docket, OMB-2021-0006, on June 21, 2021, after their opening brief 
was filed.  See Ex. 1.  This comment explains that the Interim Values are arbitrary, outdated, and 
the process lacks transparency that impedes the ability to comment.   
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regulation.  See FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 537 (2009) (Kennedy, J. 

concurring in part) (Congress passed the APA “to ensure that agencies follow constraints even as 

they exercise their powers.”).  And as in all APA procedural suits, a vacatur and remand for notice-

and-comment will redress that issue. Thus, this injury is cognizable and it is directly traceable to 

the Working Group’s failure to engage in ordinary notice-and-comment.   

B. Plaintiffs States have pleaded the Interim Values will cause injuries that are 
“certainly impending” and present a “substantial risk” of harm.  

The Amended Complaint also identifies “certainly impending” injuries and those with a 

substantial risk to Plaintiff States’ proprietary, sovereign, and quasi-sovereign interests that cannot 

be considered speculative.  Am. Compl. ¶¶ 153–190.  Defendants claim that Plaintiff States’ 

“miscellaneous bases for standing” are insufficient, Doc. 28, at 26, and that any future injury is 

too speculative because it relies on a future regulation (that may never come to pass) and therefore, 

it is unknowable in advance when the Interim Values will be outcome determinative, id. at 16–21.  

These flawed assertions fail legally and do not acknowledge the Plaintiff States’ well-pleaded 

allegations.  There is nothing speculative about Plaintiff States’ theory that the Interim Values will 

be used by federal agencies to justify increased regulatory costs—that is the whole point of the 

Interim Values.  

“There is no difficulty in recognizing a state’s standing to protect proprietary interests or 

sovereign interests.”  Air All. Houston v. Env’t Prot. Agency, 906 F.3d 1049, 1059 (D.C. Cir. 2018) 

(citing 13B Wright & Miller, FED. PRAC. & PROCEDURE § 3531.1, Government Standing – States 

(3d ed.)).  States also may sue as parentes patriae to vindicate their “quasi-sovereign interest[s] in 

the health and well-being—both physical and economic—of its residents in general” and “in not 

being discriminatorily denied its rightful status within the federal system.”  Alfred L. Snapp & Son, 

Inc. v. Puerto Rico, ex rel., Barez, 458 U.S. 592, 607.  And states are “entitled to special solicitude 
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in our standing analysis” even in challenging the federal government’s administrative actions.  

Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 520 (granting petition to force rulemaking). 

The Plaintiff States have diverse, energy-rich economies, and the Interim Values threaten 

specific tax revenues generated from royalties on fossil fuels that States will need to be replaced.  

Wyoming v. Oklahoma, 502 U.S. 437, 447–48 (1992).  Plaintiff Utah, for example, received $58.6 

million in revenues from federal mineral leases that help fund the State Board of Education, the 

Utah Geological Survey, and the Wildland Fire Suppression Fund.  Utah Code §§59-21-1, 35A-8-

303, 59-21-2.; State of Utah Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (June 30, 2020) at 42, 

available at https://bit.ly/3cXJQTs.  It also collected $3.7 million in oil and gas conservation fees.  

Utah Tax Commission FY2020 Annual Report at 67-68, available at https://bit.ly/3d1V7Sw.  The 

oil, gas, and mining industries pay hundreds of millions of dollars in direct production taxes, 

mineral royalties, and property taxes to Utah.  Plaintiff Alaska distributes “an annual dividend that 

is paid to Alaska residents from investment earnings of mineral royalties.”  Alaska Dept. of Rev. 

Permanent Fund Dividend Division, About Us, available at https://pfd.alaska.gov/Division-

Info/About-Us.  Plaintiff States receive royalty and other payments based on fossil fuel 

productions that are threatened by increasing energy costs to reduce demand.  U.S. Dept. of 

Interior, Natural Resources Revenue Data, https://revenuedata.doi.gov/query-

data/?dataType=Disbursements.  These are a “direct financial stake” like the one that permitted 

California to sue the Secretary of the Interior to enjoin future leases for the Secretary’s failure “to 

experiment with bidding systems” that increased royalties.  Watt v. Energy Action Educ. Found., 

454 U.S. 151, 158–59 (1981).  

Plaintiff States have also alleged injuries to regulatory encroachment in traditional areas of 

state regulation and programs that are administered cooperatively by state agencies.  Am. Compl. 
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¶¶162–176.  These include areas of cooperative federalism and coopting state actors.  The 

Amended Complaint includes allegations that future regulations will increase the costs on all 

manner of products Plaintiff States use to provide services and carry out their sovereign functions.  

E.g., id. ¶¶ 160-61.  Plaintiff States have also identified that their energy needs rely on fossil fuels, 

and those needs drive their economies.  Doc. 18, at 48–52.  Their economies use energy to build 

cars, heat and cool homes, produce steel and raw materials, and grow food for the world.  Id.  

Regulations that require offsetting potential benefits from greenhouse gas emissions will harm 

these economies, and as a result Plaintiff States’ tax coffers suffer in the short term without much 

hope of avoiding future harm.  These implicate both pocketbook injuries and sovereign interests 

to vindicate their rightful place in the federal system not to be subject to rulemakings that are not 

authorized by federal statutes.   

Defendants’ claim that because “a parens patriae theory is off the table, all of Plaintiffs’ 

standing allegations can be ignored,” is incorrect.  The United States stands in parens patriae when 

it comes to protecting the people ““from the operation of [federal] statutes.”  Massachusetts v. 

Mellon, 262 U.S. 447, 485–86 (1923).  The sole Eighth Circuit precedent Defendants cite involves 

Iowa seeking an injunction to compel the Secretary to implement discretionary federal disaster 

programs.  Iowa ex rel. Miller v. Block, 771 F.2d 347, 349 (8th Cir. 1985).  But the Working Group 

and the Interim Values do not operate pursuant to a federal statute, as the Defendants expressly 

concede.  States may enforce federal statutes so that their residents “will have the full benefit of 

federal laws designed to address this problem.”  Snapp, 458 U.S. at 609–10.  Plaintiff States are 

merely enforcing that agency action must be taken pursuant to the APA.  See Massachusetts v. 

EPA, 549 U.S. at 520.  And the Court’s “special solicitude,” id., is especially crucial where, as 

here, unilateral Executive action vitiates the States’ key protection in the federal constitutional 
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structure—representation in Congress.  See Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 

528, 556 (1985). 

Defendants wrongly claim that Missouri suffers a self-inflicted harm by having to enforce 

any new, and more stringent, EPA standards as a result of Missouri’s “no stricter than” 

requirement.  Doc. 28, at 28–29.  An injury is not self-inflicted when a state makes no change to 

their law, only when a state changes their law to get the harmful result.  Compare Wyoming v. 

Oklahoma, 502 U.S. 437, 447–50 (1992) (standing when Wyoming did nothing to tie its severance 

tax to Oklahoma law), with Pennsylvania v. New Jersey, 426 U.S. 660(1976) (per curiam) (no 

standing when Pennsylvania chose to base their tax credits on other states’ tax policies).  As the 

“no stricter than” requirement is the status quo, Missouri is injured when the EPA changes 

standards based on the alleged social benefits accruing to more expensive “green” technologies. 

Although Defendants ask the Court to “imagine” that the Interim Values were never issued, 

Doc. 28, at 18, Plaintiff States ask that the Court look at an actual proposed rule referencing the 

Interim Values.  For this particular rule, Congress mandated that EPA reduce hydrofluorocarbon 

emissions by 85% in 15 years.  EPA, Proposed Rule – Phasedown of Hydrofluorocarbons: 

Establishing the Allowance Allocation and Trading under the AIM Act, https://bit.ly/2UO1F1H.  

By altering the Interim Values to account for hydrofluorocarbons, EPA found that in one year, 

“the annual net benefits are $2.6 billion, reflecting compliance costs of $200 million and social 

benefits of $2.8 billion.”  Proposed Rule, 86 F.R. 27150, 27157 (May 19, 2021).  Those benefits 

reflect only the social cost of hydrofluorocarbons.  Id.  Instead of imagining a new world, Plaintiff 

States allege the imminent prospect of an agency using the Interim Values to pass on those $200 

million in compliance costs because the $2.8 billion in alleged social benefits makes the regulation 

economically viable.  See id. 
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Plaintiff States may also rely on commonsense reactions to agency action.  Block v. Meese, 

793 F.2d 1303, 1308 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (Scalia, J.).  Nor does a substantial risk of injury become 

“speculative” or “require guesswork” solely because a future agency regulation has not been 

finalized—otherwise it would be a present injury.  Clapper does not apply here because instead of 

merely authorizing the injury, 568 U.S. at 412, the Executive Order mandates the Interim Values.  

Similarly, Johnson v. State of Missouri merely states that there is no immediate injury when a 

plaintiff’s injury is based on the discretionary acts of two separate third-party decision makers:  a 

court rejecting a prisoner’s complaint as frivolous, and then a prison imposing sanctions.  142 F.3d 

1087, 1089 (8th Cir. 1998).  Here, the chain is more direct—an agency promulgates a rule using 

the Interim Values because the President ordered it.   

Finally, to allege a future injury does not require proving that, but for the Executive Order, 

agencies will not adopt the Interim Values.  California v. Trump, No. CV 19-960 (RDM), 2020 

WL 1643858, at *9 (D.D.C. Apr. 2, 2020).  Still, Plaintiff States satisfy but-for causation with 

allegations that the Interim Values are arbitrary and capricious and otherwise violate the APA’s 

substantive requirements, so it would be unlawful for any agency—including the Working 

Group—to adopt them.  Plaintiff States allege and will prove that the Interim Values do not have 

a reasonable basis for the factual inputs and modeling assumptions.  Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 

F.2d 298, 333 (D.C. Cir. 1981).  This is largely based on the Working Group’s use of the three 

IAMs, as described by Dr. Dayaratna.  These show that the “descriptions of the impact of climate 

change are completely ad hoc, with no theoretical or empirical foundation.” Robert S. Pindyck, 

Climate Change Policy: What do the Models Tell Us?, National Bureau of Economic Research 

Working Paper 19244, at 16 (2013) (emphasis added), available at 

https://www.nber.org/system/files/ working_papers/w19244/ w19244.pdf.  Moreover, the 
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Working Group’s acknowledgment that its methodology does “not reflect the tremendous increase 

in the scientific and economic understanding of climate-related damages that has occurred in the 

past decade,” 2021 TSD at 22, is similarly fatal.  This shows that the Working Group promulgated 

a rule on information that it knew to be outdated and failed to consider more recent science.  That 

is arbitrary and capricious. 

Defendants’ assertions that the Plaintiff States’ injuries are speculative and hypothetical 

ask the Court to “exhibit a naiveté from which ordinary citizens are free.”  Dep’t of Com., 139 S. 

Ct. at 2575.  Executive Order 13990 presupposes that regulations are on the way and orders 

agencies to use the Interim Values.  § 5(b)(ii)(A) (“agencies shall use when monetizing the value 

of changes in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from regulations and other relevant agency 

actions”).  The President has pledged to “organize and deploy the full capacity of [federal] agencies 

to combat the climate crisis to implement a Government-wide approach that reduces climate 

pollution in every sector of the economy.”  Exec. Order 14008, 86 Fed. Reg. 7619, 7622 (Jan. 27, 

2021).  Past rulemakings clearly demonstrate that these regulations come with a hefty price tag.  

See, e.g., James Broughel, Comment: The Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of 

Greenhouse Gases should be transparent about the value judgments behind its estimates and 

acknowledge their cost, at 2 (June 11, 2021) (“The total cost of these 83 regulatory actions [using 

social costs] is estimated to be between $447 billion and $561 billion (in 2020 dollars.”) (Ex. 2). 

C. Plaintiff States’ injury is fairly traceable to Defendants’ unlawful conduct. 

Defendants appear to argue that traceability cannot be satisfied when plaintiffs plead a “risk 

of substantial harm” because only a future agency action can cause the alleged injury. See Doc. 

28, at 22 (“any such hypothetical injury would still stem only from future agency action. … ‘[N]ot 

to the Executive Order or the Interim Estimates.”).  Defendants’ traceability argument improperly 
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requires that the harm flow from the Working Group without any “middle men,” but that gives no 

weight to the President’s mandate and fails to afford the predictable effects of Government action.  

And, as noted above, Plaintiff States are not required to prove but-for causation that agencies will 

not adopt the Interim Values.  California v. Trump, 2020 WL 1643858, at *9.  

“[F]or purposes of traceability, the relevant inquiry is whether the plaintiffs’ injury can be 

traced to ‘allegedly unlawful conduct’ of the defendant, not to the provision of law that is 

challenged alleged injury need only be fairly traceable, not directly traceable.”  Collins v. Yellen, 

No. 19-422, 594 U.S. ___, slip op. at 19 (June 23, 2021) (quoting Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 

751 (1984)).  Standing only requires that Plaintiff States allege a “predictable effect of Government 

action on the decisions of third parties.”  Dep’t of Com. v. New York, 139 S. Ct. at 2566.  New 

actions described in the pleadings that use the Interim Values will certainly injure Plaintiff States, 

and that injury stems from Executive Order 13990.  

Plaintiff States allege that the Interim Values’ effects, mandated by Executive Order 13990, 

are unlawful and their injuries flow from using the Interim Values.  In Count I, the Executive Order 

and issuance of a legislative rule without Congressional approval were unlawful.  Am. Compl. 

¶ 200 (“Section 5 of the EO 13990 and the Working Group’s publication of the Interim Values 

unconstitutionally and unlawfully seeks to exercise a quintessentially legislative power that the 

Constitution vests exclusively in Congress under Article I, Section 1.”).  For Count II, the 

Executive Order and “the Working Group’s Interim Values are illegal because they purport to 

exercise authority that federal statutes specifically confer on identified federal agencies and 

officials.”  Id. ¶ 209.  In Counts III and IV, Plaintiff States are injured by the unlawful action of 

promulgating binding legislative rules without following APA procedures, id. ¶¶ 213, 215, 218, 

and that could not have been issued under the APA for substantive defects, id.¶¶ 224–25.  
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Defendants claim that the Executive Order’s text and the newly issued OIRA Guidance 

mean that the Interim Values will only ever be used when agencies have discretion to do so.  Doc. 

28, at 23.2  That is not what the Executive Order says in section 5, and Defendants agree that 

“shall” means “shall.”  Id.  It is true that the Executive Order has a standard savings clause in 

section 8 stating that the order should not be construed to impair or otherwise affect “the authority 

granted by law to an executive department” and that it will be implemented “consistent with 

applicable law and subject to the availability of appropriations.”  Exec. Order 13990 § 8.  But 

Defendants cannot immunize the Order with a savings clause which, if operational, would nullify 

the clear and specific substantive provisions of the Order.  Hias, Inc. v. Trump, No. 20-1160, 2021 

WL 69994 (4th Cir. Jan. 8, 2021).  Courts apply standard tools of interpretation, construing the 

text “consistently with the Order’s ‘object and policy.”  City & Cty. of San Francisco v. Trump, 

897 F.3d 1225, 1238 (9th Cir. 2018).  The Executive Order states it shall be implemented 

“consistent with applicable law” thirteen other times, including instructions to the Working Group, 

but does not do the same for agencies.  Exec. Order 13990 § 5(b).  The existence of the OIRA 

Guidance shows that the Executive Order’s plain text does not tell the now-bound agencies merely 

to follow applicable law.   

D. The Court can provide Plaintiff States relief.  

Plaintiff States do not seek sweeping relief—it is limited to these Interim Values and would 

not prohibit agencies from trying again under statutes enacted by Congress.  Am. Compl. at 42–

43.  Ultimately, the Court may decide to remand for the Interim Values to proceed through notice-

and-comment or invalidate them as arbitrary and capricious.  Contrary to Defendants’ assertion, 

                                                 
2 Plaintiff States do not concede that any organic statutes for these agencies permit agencies 

to account for costs or benefits using the Interim Values. 
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Plaintiff States’ harm does not flow from other agencies, but from the Working Group and the 

Executive Order.   

Defendants argue no relief can issue because “even without any binding directive,” 

“agencies will consider these costs when regulating, including by relying on the Interim 

Estimates.”  Doc. 28, at 14.  They cite to a few cases where courts have required agencies to 

monetize the benefit of carbon emissions or consider greenhouse gas emissions.  Id. at 32 (citing 

Ctr. for Biological Diversity, 538 F.3d 1172, 1203 (9th Cir. 2008), WildEarth Guardians v. 

Bernhardt, 2021 WL 363955, at *10 (D. Mont. Feb. 3, 2021), California v. Bernhardt, 472 F. 

Supp. 3d 573, 611 (N.D. Cal. 2020) ; High Country Conservation Advocs. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 52 

F. Supp. 3d 1174, 1193 (D. Colo. 2014)).  But Plaintiff States do not seek an order in this case 

declaring that agencies cannot monetize benefits of reducing greenhouse gases, only that they 

cannot treat as binding the Working Group’s highly flawed Interim Values—which were not at 

issue in any of those cases.   

Defendants also assert that without a uniform system “Plaintiffs could face higher social-

cost estimates.”  Id. at 18.  That is irrelevant to claims that it is unlawful to bind all federal agencies 

with these Interim Values.  Congress designed administrative procedures for agencies to take 

action and issue rules according to their authorizing statutes—which should lead to different results 

and outcomes based on legislative intent.  Plaintiff States have standing even if the agency “might 

reach the same result exercising its discretionary powers lawfully.”  FEC v. Akins, 524 U.S. 11, 25 

(1998).  They need not prove but for causation to be entitled to an order vacating the Interim Rule 

and requiring the appropriate agency to go through notice-and-comment.  California v. Trump, 

No. CV 19-960 (RDM), 2020 WL 1643858, at *9 (D.D.C. Apr. 2, 2020).  Defendants’ harmless 

error arguments fail for the same reasons.  
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Plaintiff States agree that an injunction may not issue against the President and have not 

sought one against him.  See Franklin v. Massachusetts, 505 U.S. 788, 802–03 (1992) (plurality 

op.).  But Franklin contemplated declaratory relief against the Executive noting that “it is 

substantially likely that the President and other executive and congressional officials would abide 

by an authoritative interpretation of the census statute and constitutional provision by the District 

Court, even though they would not be directly bound by such a determination.”  Id. at 803.   

Defendants cite Newdow v. Roberts, as stating that declaratory relief does not lie against 

the President, but unlike here, those plaintiffs had not “actually named the President in their suit.”  

603 F.3d 1002, 1012 (D.C. Cir. 2010).  As Newdow points out, the Supreme Court granted 

declaratory relief that “nullified the statutory power of the President to wield a line item veto pen.”  

Id. (citing Clinton v. Jones, 547 U.S. 417, 448–49 & n.6 (1998) (noting that “traceability and 

redressability are easily satisfied … [injury] can be redressed by a declaratory judgment.”).  

Plaintiff States allege that the President has unlawfully assumed legislative power, and a 

declaration that the President’s constitutional powers do not permit an agency to sidestep the APA 

when exercising delegated power is permissible. 

Although the President cannot be compelled, courts “have power to compel subordinate 

executive officials to disobey illegal Presidential commands.”  Chamber of Com. of U.S. v. Reich, 

74 F.3d 1322, 1328 (D.C. Cir. 1996).  Plaintiff States identified those subordinates who are directly 

involved with the Working Group—since not all members are known without discovery—and are 

necessary to afford relief to Plaintiff States.  As a result, the court should reject Defendants’ 

requests to dismiss them.  Doc. 28, at 36, 50. 
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E. Plaintiff States’ claims are ripe. 

Defendants’ claim that this suit “involves ‘contingent future events that may not occur as 

anticipated, or indeed may not occur at all,’” Doc. 28, at 31, misses the mark.  The Supreme Court 

has explained that a claim is ripe when plaintiff alleges “many intrusive activities, such as opening 

trails to motorcycles or using heavy machinery, which will go forward without any additional 

consideration of their impact on wilderness recreation.”  Ohio Forestry Ass’n, Inc. v. Sierra Club, 

523 U.S. 726, 738 (1998).  A claim is ripe when a self-executing regulation will have an immediate 

and substantial impact on the plaintiff.  See Gardner v. Toilet Goods Ass’n, 387 U.S. 167, 171 

(1967).   

The Interim Values, effective now, are a self-executing regulation.  Plaintiff States have 

similarly alleged that they are a final rule that did not go through notice-and-comment.  Am. 

Compl. ¶¶ 215–218.  Plaintiff States also allege intrusive and immediate injuries that will result 

from the rule: federal regulations using the Interim Values that will encroach on Plaintiff States’ 

authority in areas subject to traditional state regulation.  Am. Compl. ¶ 155.  These regulations are 

not a distant fear, as the U.S. Government averages roughly 4,000 rules a year. Clyde Wayne 

Crews, Jr., Competitive Enterprise Institute, Ten Thousand Commandments, 33, 78, 96 (2019).  

Nor is it over-reading Executive Order 13990 to give “agency action” its definition in 5 U.S.C. 

§ 551.  All this makes for “adverse effects of a strictly legal kind.”  Nat’l Park Hosp. Ass’n v. 

Dep’t of Interior, 538 U.S. 803, 809 (2003).  

Defendants deride “Plaintiffs’ assumptions about how the Executive Order will interact 

with the NEPA process, or with cooperative federalism programs, or in any context other than the 

issuance of federal regulations,” as dependent on future actions and clarification by the Executive 

Branch.  Doc. 28, at 33.  They claim these assumptions arise from Plaintiff States misinterpreting 
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the Executive Order.  Id. at 32.  Yet, Secretary Haaland issued Order No. 3399 that confirms the 

scope of the Executive Order and its effect on NEPA processes.  Id. at 33 n.17.  Citing Executive 

Order 13990, Order No. 3399 discusses preparing “NEPA documents” explains that 

“Bureaus/Offices should use appropriate tools, methodologies, and resources available to quantify 

GHG emissions and compare GHG quantities across alternatives.”  Dep’t of the Interior, Sec’y of 

the Interior Order No. 3399, at 1, 4 (April 16, 2021), available at https://www.doi.gov/sites/ 

doi.gov/files/elips/documents/so-3399-508_0.pdf.  The order notes that the Interim Values are a 

“useful measure” “for Federal proposed actions, in addition to rulemakings.”  Id.  The order then 

states that the “SC-GHG protocol [Interim Values] is an essential tool to quantify the costs and 

benefits associated with a proposed action’s GHG emissions and relevant to the choice among 

different alternatives being considered.”  Id.   

This evidences that Plaintiff States correctly interpreted the plain text of the Executive 

Order as reaching “agency actions” that are more than just rulemakings now, before any further 

action by the Working Group or subordinate officers.  It further confirms what is obvious:  the 

Executive Order purports to bind agencies to use the Interim Values engaging in NEPA processes.  

Although Defendants do not dispute the law and current regulations showing that state actors often 

prepare NEPA analyses, they still claim that state actors will not be coopted into using the Interim 

Values or face disapproval.  But Order No. 3399 confirms that federal agencies are required to use 

the Interim Values, and as a result, so will state actors.  

Defendants cite unrelated litigation between Missouri and federal defendants over section 

9901 of the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 to contend that this litigation is premature.  Doc. 

28, at 33–34 (citing Missouri v. Yellen, No. 4:21-cv-376 (HEA), ---- F. Supp. 3d ----, 2021 WL 

1889867, at *1 (E.D. Mo. May 11, 2021)).  That dispute is irrelevant here, and Missouri will save 
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arguments why that opinion is mistaken for the proper venue, but it does highlight two issues.  

First, the Court asserted it was “premature for the Court to interfere before Treasury can even 

promulgate regulations, much less have those regulation affect Missouri ‘in a concrete way.’” 

Yellen,  2021 WL 1889867, at *5.  As the Interim Values have issued and effectively bind other 

agencies now, this fitness issue decidedly weighs in the Plaintiff States’ favor here.  Second, in 

both cases, federal defendants rely on conveniently timed and attorney-prepared documents in 

litigation.  Here, federal defendants point to recently issued OIRA guidance on how to interpret 

Executive Order 13990.  Of course, it states what Plaintiff States have been saying here:  “statutory 

requirements must dictate whether and how the agency monetizes changes in greenhouse gas 

emissions.”  Doc. 28,-4 at 2.  This new document issued June 3—one day before Defendants 

response was due here.  This untimely document, that purports to guide agencies, issued 134 days 

after the Executive Order and 97 days after the binding Interim Values issued.   

II. Plaintiff States’ Claims Are Likely to Succeed on the Merits. 

A. Plaintiff States have shown a likelihood of success on Count I.  

In new OIRA Guidance and before this Court, Defendants agree that “statutory 

requirements must dictate whether and how the agency monetizes changes in greenhouse gas 

emissions.”  Doc. 28, at 44 (quoting OIRA Guidance).  Of course, this is what Plaintiff States 

pleaded, Am. Compl. Prayer at (b), and argued in their motion for a preliminary injunction, Doc. 

18, at 19.  Defendants also agree that no statute authorizes the President to order an agency to use 

the Interim Estimates “where a statute prohibits the use of the Interim Estimates, or where 
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Congress has not otherwise authorized the agency to act.”  Doc. 28, at 45 (emphasis in original).  

They also claim that nothing in Executive Order says otherwise.  Id.  

Defendants mistakenly assert that Plaintiff States misread the Executive Order.  Doc. 28, 

at 45.  The Executive Order’s plain terms are broader than “general administrative control” and 

“operationaliz[ing]” the President’s control over agencies.  Id. at 45, 47.  According to the Order, 

the Interim Values “shall” be used “when monetizing the value of changes in greenhouse gas 

emissions resulting from regulations and other relevant agency actions” and “cost-benefit analyses 

of regulatory and other actions.”  Exec. Order 13990 § 5.  Under the APA, agency action “includes 

the whole or a part of an agency rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent or denial 

thereof, or failure to act.”  5 U.S.C. § 551. 

Further, the Executive Order does not reference Executive Order 12866 requiring 

Regulatory Impact Analyses (RIAs), or the previous Working Group that formulated the “Social 

Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under Executive Order 12866.”  2010 TSD, cover 

(Feb. 2010).  And every TSD from the Obama Administration notes they are for RIAs.  Obama 

White House Archives, Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, available at 

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/omb/oira/social-cost-of-carbon.  The Interim Values, 

however, do not limit their use to RIAs.  2021 TSD, cover (Feb. 26, 2021) (Ex. 6-2).  Although 

the President directs the Working Group to be consistent with applicable law, that command is not 

directed at agencies.  Exec. Order 13990 § 5.  Additionally, the presidential requirement that 

agencies “take global damages into account” is generally inconsistent with the presumption against 

extra-territoriality.  RJR Nabisco, Inc. v. Eur. Cmty., 136 S. Ct. 2090, 2100 (2016) (“Congress 

generally legislates with domestic concerns in mind.”).  Clearly, the Executive Branch required 

clarification on whether the Executive Order mandates that agencies must violate the law.  OIRA 
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Guidance at 2 (“When an agency conducts benefit-cost analysis pursuant to specific statutory 

authorities, those authorities must control the agency’s development and use of the analysis in 

taking an agency action.”).   

Plaintiff States have sufficiently alleged a cause of action that the President and the 

Working Group unlawfully usurped legislative authority and exceeded any power granted to them 

by statute or Article II.  Am. Compl. ¶¶ 195–202.  The Supreme Court has recognized a non-

statutory cause of action “when ‘an official violates the law to the injury of an individual the courts 

generally have jurisdiction to grant relief.’” Ctr. for Biological Diversity, 453 F. Supp. 3d at 47  

(quoting Am. Sch. of Magnetic Healing v. McAnnulty, 187 U.S. 94, 108, (1902)); Chamber of Com. 

of U.S. v. Reich, 74 F.3d at 1328 (“When an executive acts ultra vires, courts are normally available 

to reestablish the limits on his authority.”).3 

Defendants claim that either the Take Care Clause or the Opinions Clause suffices, citing 

Bldg. & Const. Trades Dep’t, AFL-CIO v. Allbaugh, 295 F.3d 28, 32 (D.C. Cir. 2002).  Doc. 28, 

at 46.  Allbaugh rests on the proposition that the President was directing Executive Branch officials 

in their implementation of statutory authority.  295 F.3d at 33.  Defendants here, like those in 

Youngstown, expressly disclaim any statutory authority and Plaintiff States allege Defendants are 

engaging in acts of legislative power—so the Take Care Clause does not apply.  The Opinions 

Clause similarly does not cover requiring subordinates to apply standardized costs to statutes 

without looking to legislative intent.  

                                                 
3 Defendants’ citations to Armstrong v. Exceptional Child Center, Inc., 575 U.S. 320, 327 

(2015)  and Michigan Corrections Organization v. Michigan Department of Corrections, 774 F.3d 
895, 907 (6th Cir. 2014) are inapposite.  Armstrong holds that this equitable cause of action does 
not abrogate 11th Amendment immunity for states, and Michigan Corrections that a private right 
of action derived from a statute should not be so easily inferred. 
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Defendants argue that the Interim Values, merely because they are numbers and subject to 

scientific, mathematical, and policy judgments, do not create a conflict between the Executive and 

Congress.  Doc. 28, at 47.  But they say nothing more than to cite Yakus for the proposition that 

an agency can fill in the details once they receive a legislative directive.  Id.  But the Working 

Group has no such delegated authority.  Plaintiff States conclusively showed that the Interim 

Values determine policy outcomes, with nothing left to fill, and that social costs are a common 

object of state legislation.  Doc. 18, at 18–27. 

B. Plaintiff States have alleged a plausible claim for Count II. 

As in Count I, Count II is a non-statutory claim that the Working Group does not have 

statutory authority to bind other executive officers’ discretion in their statutory duties.  Am. Compl. 

¶ 206.  In essence, the Working Group is acting ultra vires.  Ctr. for Biological Diversity, 453 F. 

Supp. 3d at 47 (D.D.C. 2020).  Plaintiff States assert that, among other obligations, the 

Transportation Secretary must consider costs when deciding maximum feasible average fuel 

economy for cars, ¶ 164, and the EPA Administrator must consider costs for new motor vehicle 

emissions, ¶ 163.  They claim the Interim Values are “illegal because they purport to exercise 

authority that federal statutes specifically confer on identified agencies.”  Am. Compl. ¶ 209.  

C. Plaintiff States have shown a likelihood of success on Count III and have alleged a 
plausible claim for Count IV. 

Counts III and IV allege a procedural and substantive violation of the APA.  Am. Compl. 

¶¶ 210–228.  For purposes of these motions, the parties only dispute whether the Interim Values 

are final agency action and whether the Working Group is an agency.  As Plaintiff States explained 

in their motion, the Interim Values are the final 2021 values and the Working Group wields 

substantial authority independently from the President. 
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Defendants offer no convincing response to whether the Interim Values are final agency 

actions.  They do not dispute that Working Group has set the 2021 values and those values will 

not be revisited.  Instead they mistakenly claim that Plaintiff States have failed to argue that they 

“face any ‘legal consequences’ from the Executive Order or the Interim Estimates.”  Doc. 28, at 

51.  Plaintiff States argued that the second Bennett factor was satisfied by the “direct and 

appreciable legal consequence that these values will govern other final, regulatory actions.”  Doc. 

18, at 33.  This is not a heavy lift.  In Bennett, the Court found that “alter[ing] the legal regime to 

which the action agency is subject,” satisfied this prong. 520 U.S. 154, 178 (1997).  Plaintiff States 

alleged that the 2021 legal regime has changed, will continue to change, and that “[n]o one will 

escape the burden of these regulatory costs.”  Am. Compl. ¶ 187.  They have also alleged changes 

to NEPA practices, confirmed by Order No. 3399, and that any EPA actions will automatically be 

implemented through Missouri’s “no stricter than” law.  Am. Compl. ¶¶ 173, 178.  Although 

Defendants object to allegations of harm from impending changes, the harm still flows from the 

changed legal regime, and Plaintiff States need only plead these allegations at this stage.  

Defendants also claim that the Working Group is not an agency because it lacks 

“substantial independent authority” from the President largely because it lacks a dedicated staff 

beyond its members.  Doc. 28, at 41.  But that is just one of many fact based considerations.  “[T]he 

APA . . . confers agency status on any administrative unit with substantial independent authority 

in the exercise of specific functions,” Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1073 (D.C. Cir. 1971), i.e., 

it can act on its own and with the blessing of the federal government.  Looking at its charter 

document, Executive Order 13990, the Working Group has authority to publish the Interim Values, 

and the final values that bind all federal agencies.  § 5(b)(ii).  The Working Group is also tasked 

with an investigative role to review “areas of decision-making, budgeting, and procurement . . . 
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where the SCC, SCN, and SCM should be applied” and provide recommendations to the President.  

Exec. Order13990, § 5(b)(ii)(C)–(E), (b)(iii).  This all favors finding it is an agency. 

Despite Defendants’ contentions, President Reagan’s Task Force is not analogous to the 

Working Group for purposes of this case.  The key distinction between that Task Force and this 

Working Group is that “[w]hen the Task Force wished directions given to the executive branch, it 

found it necessary to advise the President to put such instructions in another Executive Order,” 

Meyer, 981 F.2d at 1294, and the Working Group is vested with authority to set the Interim Values 

as it pleases and bind agencies directly.  Although there is no congressionally “delegated regulatory 

authority to supervise agencies,” Meyer, 981 F.2d at 1293, the Executive Order and the TSD show 

that the Working Group is not merely “passing on the President’s wishes,” id. at 1293–94.  

Although Defendants have successfully opposed discovery on the operations of the 

Working Group, it is clear that the Working Group does have non-member staff.  First, the request 

for comment was published by a member of OIRA’s staff, not one of the co-chairs.  86 F.R. 24669 

(May 7, 2021) (signed by Deputy Administrator Mancini). Second, the Interim Values themselves 

list the agencies, and not members, that participated in producing them.  Doc. 6-2.  Notably, the 

Working Group does not claim to be within the Executive Office of the President, as the TSD 

cover page only states it is of the “United States Government.”  Id.  There is no record that the 

Interim Values required the President’s approval or show the White House participating.  

Defendants have not pointed to another group that has the authority to bind other agencies.   

Defendants’ citation of Main St. Legal Servs., Inc. v. Nat’l Sec. Council, 962 F. Supp. 2d 

472, 478 (E.D.N.Y. 2013), is unavailing because the issue was not decided on appeal.  Main St. 

Legal Servs., Inc. v. Nat'l Sec. Council, 811 F.3d 542, 558 (2d Cir. 2016) (“We need not here 

decide when, if ever, a presidential—rather than statutory—grant of authority might allow an 
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executive entity to exercise power independent of the President so as to render it an agency subject 

to the FOIA.”).  

Moreover, Defendants’ reliance on the supposed inner workings of the Working Group is 

unavailing because Defendants have successfully opposed discovery on this very issue.  The 

Working Group is a secretive agency that lacks transparency in its operations.  The exact members 

of the Working Group are unknown, and its public documents are signed by agency organizations. 

See Doc. 6-2, at 2.  The Court in Meyer relied on facts such as how the Task Force was staffed, 

whether it worked out of the Vice President’s office, whether the Task Force members reported to 

the President, and whether the Task Force could give directions to the Executive Branch 

independently of the President to determine the status of the Task Force.  Plaintiff States are 

entitled to get this discoverable information. 

III. Plaintiff States’ Preliminary Injunction should be granted because they suffer 
irreparable harm and the public interest favors the injunction.  

A preliminary injunction should issue because Plaintiff States have made a strong showing 

on all four equitable factors.  Despite Defendants’ claims, Plaintiff States showed proprietary 

harms to their energy economies and tax base, and direct practical burdens to the administration 

of cooperative federalism programs.  Doc. 18, at 47–53.  Plaintiff States also pleaded an irreparable 

injury that will inevitably occur while the Interim Values exist: “Federal regulations promulgated 

employing the Interim Values will preempt conflicting state regulations” or laws limiting States 

“scope of authority in areas subject to traditional state regulation.”  Am. Compl. ¶ 155.  “[A]ny 

time a State is enjoined by a court from effectuating statutes enacted by representatives of its 

people, it suffers a form of irreparable injury.”  Maryland v. King, 567 U.S. 1301, 1303 (2012).  

Defendants claim that the public interest favors them because it would pull the rug out from 

under the Working Group and federal agencies and harm the international stature of the United 
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States.  Both claims have been rejected.  “[W]hile the President has broad authority in foreign 

affairs, that authority does not extend to the refusal to execute domestic laws.”  Massachusetts v. 

EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 534 (2007).  Justice Jackson, during the Korean War, a President should not 

“vastly enlarge his mastery over the internal affairs of the country by his own” acts on the 

international stage.” Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 642 (1952) (Jackson, 

J., concurring).  So should this Court. 

CONCLUSION 

Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court deny Defendants’ motion to dismiss in its 

entirety and preliminarily enjoin all defendants, except for the President, from using the social cost 

of greenhouse gases promulgated in the February 26, 2021 Technical Support Document as 

binding values in any agency action.  

 
Respectfully submitted, 
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MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL  
 
/s/  Jeff P. Johnson   
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207 W. High Street 

P.O. Box 899 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Phone: (573) 751-3321 
Fax: (573) 751-0774 
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June 21, 2021 

 
Acting Director Shalanda Young 
Office of Management and Budget 
Chair Cecilia Rouse 
Council of Economic Advisors 
Director Eric Lander 
Office of Science and Technology Policy  
Co-Chairs, Interagency Working Group on  
the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases 
 
Re:  OMB Docket Number OMB-2021-0006, Notice of Availability and Request for 

Comment on “Technical Support Document: Social Cost of Carbon, Methane, 
and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates Under Executive Order 13990” 

 
Dear Director Young, Chair Rouse, and Director Lander, 
 
 We, the undersigned Attorneys General of 18 States, write to express our 
concerns and comment on the Technical Support Document of February 2021 (2021 
TSD).  As a threshold issue, we note that the Interagency Working Group’s (IWG’s) 
actions violate the separation of powers by exercising quintessentially legislative 
authority without a valid delegation of authority from Congress, and they violate the 
Administrative Procedure Act by failing to engage in ordinary rulemaking 
procedures.  They also violate federal statutes that delegate rulemaking authority to 
specific agencies, not the IWG.  The principle of separation of powers is the most 
critical safeguard of individual liberty, and the APA is Congress’s blueprint for 
ensuring reasoned decision making by the Executive Branch.  The IWG’s failure to 
comply with these basic principles constitutes fundamentally lawless action that 
threatens the freedom of all Americans. 

The request for comment on OMB’s nonrulemaking docket violates these 
principles.  The Constitution provides that Congress may “make all Laws which shall 
be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all 
other Powers vested …  in any Department or Officer thereof.”  U.S. Const. art. I, § 8.  
Substantive, legislative rules that the Executive Branch imposes irrespective of any 
delegated authority in the APA and agencies’ organic statutes are unlawful.  They 
exceed the agencies’ statutory authority, and they violate the principle of separation 
of powers.  “It is the proud boast of our democracy that we 
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have ‘a government of laws, and not of men.’” Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 697 
(1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting).  “The Framers of the Federal Constitution . . . viewed 
the principle of separation of powers as the absolutely central guarantee of a just 
Government.”  Id.  “Without a secure structure of separated powers, our Bill of Rights 
would be worthless, as are the bills of rights of many nations of the world that have 
adopted, or even improved upon, the mere words of ours.”  Id.  “The purpose of the 
separation and equilibration of powers in general . . . was not merely to assure 
effective government but to preserve individual freedom.”  Id. at 727.  “While the 
separation of powers may prevent us from righting every wrong, it does so in order to 
ensure that we do not lose liberty.”  Id. at 710. 

The vesting clauses of Article I and Article II reflect the Founders’ insights 
that “the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments ought to be separate and 
distinct,” and that this separation is an “essential precaution in favor of liberty.”  THE 
FEDERALIST No. 47 (Madison) (C. Rossiter ed. 1961), p. 301.  As Madison stated, “[n]o 
political truth is certainly of greater intrinsic value, or is stamped with the authority 
of more enlightened patrons of liberty.”  Id.  “The accumulation of all powers, 
legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or 
many, and whether hereditary, selfappointed, or elective, may justly be pronounced 
the very definition of tyranny.”  Id. 

Any action of the Executive Branch must come from one of two sources of 
authority: (1) a valid delegation of authority by statute enacted by Congress, or (2) a 
direct exercise of one of the President’s enumerated powers in Article II.  “The 
President’s power, if any, to issue [an] order must stem either from an act of Congress 
or from the Constitution itself.”  Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 
579, 585 (1952).  Where “[t]here is no statute that expressly authorizes the President 
to take” an action, “[n]or is there any act of Congress … from which such a power can 
fairly be implied,” the action is not authorized by an act of Congress.  Id.  In the 
absence of such an express or implied authorization by act of Congress, “if the 
President had authority to issue the order he did, it must be found in some provisions 
of the Constitution.”  Id. at 587. 
 The actions of the Interagency Working Group violate these fundamental 
principles.  The adoption of specific, binding, numerical values for “social costs” of 
greenhouse gases is an inherently legislative function.  Thus, the IWG purports to 
exercise quintessentially legislative authority without citing any delegation of 
authority—whether valid or purported—from Congress.  Thus, the IWG reflects the 
Executive Branch’s naked arrogation of legislative power to itself.  “Frequently,” a 
threat to the separation of powers “will come … clad, so to speak, in sheep’s 
clothing….  But this wolf comes as a wolf.”  Morrison v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 699 
(1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting). 

Moreover, the Interagency Working Group’s “request for comment” invokes the 
label for APA procedures while purporting to deny Americans a critical benefit of 
notice and comment procedures: access to the judicial review to ensure that the 
Executive Branch meaningfully considers and addresses these concerns.  We object 
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to the Interagency Working Group dressing up substantive executive edicts in the 
parlance of good government.  
 On May 6, 2021, Deputy OIRA Administrator Mancini submitted a notice that 
the Co-Chairs requested comment on five issues impacting the 2021 TSD.  In addition 
to the legal and constitutional deficiencies in the IWG’s formulation and process, this 
letter responds to bullet points about “general advances in science and economics 
included in” the 2021 TSD, approaches to implementing the recommendations of the 
National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) published in its 
2017 Valuing Climate Damages report, and using discount rates for intergenerational 
analysis.  We agree with NASEM that the Interagency Working Group’s current 
approach to potential climate-related damages is deeply and irretrievably flawed, but 
yet more baseless modeling, speculative assumptions, and artificially manufactured 
numbers are not the solution.   
 

I. Promulgating the Social Costs of Greenhouse Gases Violates the 
Separation of Powers and the APA, and Exceeds the Executive’s 
Statutory Authority. 

Congress, not the President, controls the substance and sets the procedure for 
writing substantive rules.  5 U.S.C. § 553.  The Interagency Working Group has 
violated those principles by issuing the 2021 TSD establishing the Social Costs of 
Greenhouse Gases (SCGHG) without publishing a notice of proposed rulemaking.  Id. 
at § 553(b).  This is backwards, as agencies are supposed to consider what the 
American people have to say before acting.  Instead, the Interagency Working Group 
now wants to know how they could have done better.  

No matter how OMB labels its docket, the 2021 TSD sets forth a substantive, 
legislative rule1 because it is a final agency action imposing new rights or duties.  
Iowa League of Cities v. EPA, 711 F.3d 844, 873 (8th Cir. 2013); see 5 U.S.C. § 551(4).  
“Expanding the footprint of a regulation by imposing new requirements . . . is the 
hallmark of legislative rules.”  Id.  As Judge Friendly recognized, “when an agency 
wants to state a principle ‘in numerical terms,’ terms that cannot be derived from a 
particular record, the agency is legislating and should act through rulemaking.”  
Catholic Health Initiatives v. Sebelius, 617 F.3d 490, 495 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (quoting 
Henry J. Friendly, Watchman, What of the Night?, in BENCHMARKS 144–45 (1967)).  
“[A]n agency performs a legislative function” when it promulgates “a rule that turns 
                                                 
1 A “rule” is “ the whole or part of an agency statement of general or particular 
applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or 
policy” “includ[ing] the approval or prescription … of valuations, costs, or accounting, 
or practices bearing on any of the foregoing.”  5 U.S.C. § 551(4).  In its executive 
summary, the 2021 TSD makes clear that the “SC-GHG is the monetary value of the 
net harm to society associated with adding a small amount of that GHG to the 
atmosphere in a given year.”  Whether it is used in a cost-benefit analysis or for any 
other purpose, the 2021 TSD sets forth a value to be used in agency statements 
designed to implement law or policy, and as a result it is a rule.  
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on a number.”  Id.  In other words, rules that promulgate specific numerical values 
for policy problems are quintessentially legislative in character.  The task of 
promulgating specific numerical values for “social costs” of gases is “a legislative 
function.”  Id.  It can be exercised only by Congress, or through a valid delegation of 
authority from Congress (if a delegation of such enormous authority is even 
permissible, which is doubtful at best).   

The IWG’s promulgation of such rules for the “social costs” of gases raises 
several problems.  First, “[i]t is axiomatic that an administrative agency’s power to 
promulgate legislative regulations is limited to the authority delegated by Congress.”  
Bowen v. Georgetown Univ. Hosp., 488 U.S. 204, 208 (1988).  So when “there is no 
statute conferring authority, a federal agency has none.”  Michigan v. EPA, 268 F.3d 
1075, 1081 (D.C. Cir. 2001).  Neither the 2021 TSD nor the vehicle that created the 
Interagency Working Group, Executive Order 13990, cites any statutory authority 
authorizing them to promulgate such rules, and none exists.  As a result, the 
Interagency Working Group lacks authority to issue rules in this area at all, and its 
attempts to do so violate both the separation of powers and the statutes that properly 
delegate such authority.  See supra. 

Second, the instant notice for comment cannot cure the IWG’s procedural 
violation of the APA because it fails to provide a meaningful opportunity to comment.  
“Notice of a proposed rule must include sufficient detail on its content and basis in 
law and evidence to allow for meaningful and informed comment.”  Am. Med. Ass’n v. 
Reno, 57 F.3d 1129, 1132 (D.C. Cir. 1995).  “The purpose of the comment period is to 
allow interested members of the public to communicate information, concerns, and 
criticisms to the agency during the rule-making process.”  Connecticut Light & Power 
Co. v. Nuclear Regul. Comm’n, 673 F.2d 525, 530 (D.C. Cir. 1982).  Here, the 
Interagency Working Group is not seeking comment to re-issue the 2021 SCGHG 
estimates.  Instead, it is formulating different SCGHG estimates for future use—
preventing the public from commenting on the 2021 SCGHG estimates.  

Third, this notice for comment is also insufficient to provide meaningful 
comment on the future SCGHG because it limits the public’s ability to comment and 
it does not identify what changes it plans to make.  One purpose of notice and 
comment is “to give affected parties an opportunity to develop evidence in the record 
to support their objections to the rule and thereby enhance the quality of judicial 
review.”  Prometheus Radio Project v. F.C.C., 652 F.3d 431, 449 (3d Cir. 2011) (quoting 
Int’l Union, United Mine Workers of Am. v. Mine Safety & Health Admin., 407 F.3d 
1250, 1259 (D.C. Cir. 2005)).  Here, the comments are limited to five inquiries, but 
none of them addresses the legality of the rulemaking or the Interagency Working 
Group.  These are critical points of inquiry that have not been previously addressed 
in notice-and-comment procedures.  Additionally, “[i]n order to allow for useful 
criticism, it is especially important for the agency to identify and make available 
technical studies and data that it has employed in reaching the decisions to propose 
particular rules.”  Connecticut Light & Power, 673 F.2d at 530.  Although the notice 
identifies the 281-page 2017 NASEM report, it also asks for “[o]ther recent advances 
in science and economics, beyond those presented in the interim TSD, that could be 
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incorporated into the pending update….”  This kind of crowd-sourcing is not allowed 
in a proper notice-and-comment procedure because it prevents citizens from 
commenting on important analysis and data before adding that information to the 
final rule.  “An agency commits serious procedural error when it fails to reveal 
portions of the technical basis for a proposed rule in time to allow for meaningful 
commentary.”  Id. at 530–31.  

These administrative procedures reflect important fairness principles and 
sound decision-making—and that is why Congress requires them.  The Interagency 
Working Group is effectively denying the American public the opportunity to 
meaningfully contribute to its decisionmaking process. 
 

II. The Current Social Costs of Greenhouse Gases Are Deeply Flawed 
and Cannot Be Fixed by Making More Wild Guesses. 

 
Beyond the fatal constitutional and legal deficiencies in these procedures, the 

IWG’s approach to calculating “social costs” of various gases is deeply flawed.  The 
notice for comment expressly requests ways to implement the 2017 NASEM report’s 
recommendations, recent advances in science and economics, and how to reflect the 
best understanding of discount rates for intergenerational analysis.  The 2017 
NASEM report, in turn, touches on every element of the Interagency Working Group’s 
process for developing a TSD, from the accounting of global versus domestic damages, 
the selection of the discount rate, and moving away from the incomplete and flawed 
averaging of the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs).  Though we agree with the 
2017 NASEM report’s general findings that the 2016 TSD2 and Addendum are highly 
deficient, we disagree with the report’s recommendations for more speculative 
modeling and more speculative probability distributions.  NASEM’s findings confirm 
what MIT economist Robert Pindyck has found: “an IAM-based analysis suggests 
a level of knowledge and precision that is nonexistent, and allows the 
modeler to obtain almost any desired result because key inputs can be chosen 
arbitrarily.”  Robert S. Pindyck, Climate Change Policy: What do the Models Tell 
Us?, National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 19244, at 16 (2013) 
(emphasis added).3   

The 2021 TSD provides SCGHG estimates that are completely arbitrary for 
the reasons discussed below.  As the Interagency Working Group’s IAM-based 
estimates fail to show a reasonable basis for the factual inputs and modeling 
assumptions, the estimates cannot survive arbitrary and capricious review.  Sierra 
Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 298, 333 (D.C. Cir. 1981).   

2017 NASEM Report.  NASEM’s recommendations touch on every aspect of 
the IAM-driven estimates promulgated by the Interagency Working Group.  The 

                                                 
2 The 2017 NASEM report’s recommendations to the 2016 TSD and Addendum apply 
equally to the 2021 TSD was created by the Interagency Working Group adjusting 
the 2016 SCGHG estimates for inflation.  
3 https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w19244/ w19244.pdf. 
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NASEM report repeatedly criticizes the lack of transparency and consistency in the 
modeling processes, as well as the Interagency Working Group failing to use more 
recent science.  For example, in discussing the climate module, NASEM 
recommended that any “module should strive for transparency and simplicity so that 
the central tendency and range of uncertainty in its behavior are readily understood, 
reproducible, and amenable to improvement over time.”  Recommendation 4-1 at 13.   

NASEM concluded that a common module to estimate damages, instead of 
averaging three IAMs, “can improve transparency and consistency of key 
assumptions with the peer reviewed science and can improve the uncertainty 
representations, including structural uncertainty.”  2017 NASEM Report at 46 
(Conclusion 2-1).  It also found that an “integrated modular framework for SC-CO2 
estimation can provide a transparent identification of the inputs, outputs, 
uncertainties, and linkages among the different steps of the SC-CO2 estimation 
process.”  Id. (Conclusion 2-2).  As a result, NASEM recommended “the creation of an 
integrated modular SC-CO2 framework” it described.  Id. (Recommendation 2-1).   

NASEM also determined that estimated damages to the “United States alone, 
beyond approximations done by the IWG, is feasible in principle; however it is limited 
in practice by the existing SC-IAM methodologies.”  Id. at 9 (Conclusion 2-4).  The 
report noted that the first Interagency Working Group made “rough estimates of the 
proportion of global damages attributable to impacts within U.S. borders” even 
though it had departed from past agency practices by focusing on global damages.  Id.  
In various recommendations, NASEM stated that any new model should provide for 
more transparent reporting of individual sectors.  E.g., Recommendations 3-2 at 
11(“Develop projections of sectoral and regional GDP and regional population”), 3-3 
at 12 (socioeconomic module with “probabilistic regional and sectoral projections”), 
and 5-1 at 17 (damage functions).  Of course, this more specific reporting of regional 
and sectoral effects would permit more accurate estimations of domestic impacts. 

The report and its recommendations identify other issues involving the time 
horizon, climate effects (ocean acidification, ice-sheet warming), the lack of reliable 
projections for population and GDP, the variability and non-comparability of the 
three different IAMs used by the Interagency Working Group, the need to account for 
feedback and adaptation, and the selection of discount rates.  In nearly all cases, 
NASEM recommends more explicit modeling, more projections through expert 
elicitation and probability distributions, and improving the data sets for the 
modeling.  And even NASEM doubts the viability of any socioeconomic module past 
the year 2100—an understatement to say the least.  2017 NASEM Report at 74–77.  
These significant issues and uncertainty counsel against relying on modeling to take 
government actions that impose pocketbook costs on the American people today.  

IAM-based damages analyses are arbitrary.  The IAM-based analyses 
provide a scientific veneer for the modeler’s own policy preferences, instead of 
applying high quality data to measurable and reproducible phenomena.  Because the 
DICE, PAGE, and FUND Models are all IAMs and the sole inputs for every estimate 
of social costs, averaging the results does nothing to make up for the lack of 
theoretical and empirical bases for the SCGHGs.  See NERA, A Review of the Damage 
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Functions Used in Estimating the Social Cost of Carbon (Feb. 20, 2014) (attached as 
Exhibit A).4  No matter how many times one guesses, the mean of three wild guesses 
is still a wild guess. 

The IAMs “have crucial flaws that make them close to useless as tools for policy 
analysis” and their “descriptions of the impact of climate change are completely ad 
hoc, with no theoretical or empirical foundation.”  Pindyck, Climate Change Policy 
(abstract).  As one colleague put it, “I can make a model tie my shoe laces.”  Id. at 5 
n.7.  A 2014 NERA report, submitted to an earlier iteration of the Interagency 
Working Group, found the same thing.  A Review of the Damage Functions, at 1.  
Specifically, it explained “that possible damage estimates at a given point in time can 
differ by a factor of 20 or more within the range of parameters and range of 
temperature changes found in the IAM literature.”  Id.   

The NERA report explains that the IAMs’ damages function predicts economic 
loss to show the change in GDP directly as a function of the projected change in 
temperature.  Id. at 13.  The FUND model projects monetary loss directly from the 
temperature change, the rate of temperature change, or carbon dioxide concentration.  
Id. at 14.  This direct function from temperature change means that for all IAMs 
“global GDP is always reduced as global temperature increases.”  Id. at 15.  
Additionally, because of this relationship, all of the IAMs also have built in ad hoc 
“safety rails” that prevent damages from exceeding 100% GDP.  Id. at 16.  In 
evaluating the theoretical basis for this damage function, the NERA team reviewed 
Weitzman’s articles and ultimately credited his assessment that while he preferred 
one functional form over another, he could not “prove that my favored choice is the 
more reasonable of the two.”  Id. at 24. 

The NERA report found that the IAMs had no empirical basis either.  The team 
explained that the IAMs suffered from a lack of high quality data to properly calibrate 
their damage functions.  Id. at 27–28.  It also noted that these IAMs are set to one 
benchmark point that is a judgment each modeler makes, resulting in “damage 
functions [that] can differ dramatically from model to model, but each is ad hoc and 
with no well-defined empirical standards to resolve which might be more reliable 
than another.”  Id. at 26.  As a result of these two issues, the report notes that the 
“modelers clearly recognize and readily concede the limitation in the empirical 
evidence” with the creator of FUND noting that the lack of evidence “does not result 
in a climate change impact model that is adequate.”  Id. at 30. 

All of this leads to the inevitable conclusion that the “model is unreliable and 
should not be used by lawmakers or regulators.”  Declaration of Kevin Dayaratna 
¶ 55 (Dayaratna Decl.) (attached as Exhibit B).  As one economist noted, “[t]he bottom 
line here is that the damage functions used in most IAMs are completely made up.”  
Pindyck, Climate Change Policy, at 13. 

                                                 
4 This report was first filed in the request for comment published in November 2013. 
The 2016 TSD notes that it uses the same versions of the IAMs as those in use since 
May 2013, except it corrected two methodological errors not relevant here.  2016 TSD, 
at 7 and App. B (Aug. 2016).  
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Calculating Global Damages Is Inappropriate.  The SCGHGs allegedly 
monetize predicted global damages from the emission of an additional ton of carbon 
dioxide.  The Interagency Working Group cited a number of reasons why it believes 
global damages are appropriate:  “GHG emissions contribute to damages around the 
world regardless of where they are emitted”; global impacts “will have a direct impact 
on [overseas] U.S. citizens and the investment returns on those assets owned by U.S. 
citizens and residents”; global issues “impact the welfare of individuals and firms that 
reside in the United States through their effect on international markets, trade, 
tourism, and other activities”; and “allow[ing] the U.S. to continue to actively 
encourage other nations, including emerging major economies, to take significant 
steps to reduce emissions.”  2021 TSD, at 15–16.  But these reasons have nothing to 
do with statutes that require cost-benefit analyses and whether Congress intended 
that costs include damages supposedly incurred in other countries.   

Courts generally limit the application of statutes to domestic applications 
under the presumption against extra-territoriality.  RJR Nabisco, Inc. v. Eur. Cmty., 
136 S. Ct. 2090, 2100 (2016).  This presumption recognizes “the more prosaic 
commonsense notion that Congress generally legislates with domestic concerns in 
mind.”  Id.  (quotations omitted).  And Congress, when it enacted the NGA, NEPA, 
EPCA, OCSLA, the MLA, and other statutory schemes to develop domestic energy, 
certainly was aware of international trade, tourism, and the existence of U.S. citizens 
and assets abroad, which the Interagency Working Group cites now.  Although a 
statute could require accounting for global damages in a cost-benefit analysis or some 
other action, the Interagency Working Group does not even give lip service to 
Congress’s policy choices. 

Including global damages means that the SCGHGs count alleged damages 
from outside the U.S. when increasing greenhouse gas emissions, while not taking 
into account greenhouse gas emissions occurring outside the United States and 
beyond the government’s regulatory reach.  So the IAMs’ damages functions include 
speculative projections of human health impacts in other countries from supposed 
increased dengue fever, malaria, diarrhea, and cardiovascular and respiratory 
mortality, and the costs of hypothetical sea-level rise such as the value of lost land, 
the cost of protection (e.g., sea walls), and resettling human populations.  2010 TSD 
5–9; see also 2017 NASEM Report Tables 5-1 and 5-2 at 131–136.  They also include 
entirely speculative predictions about future human migration, international 
conflicts, and technological changes for hundreds of years into the future.  Id.  These 
global SCGHGs interpret Congress’s requirements to consider costs or economic 
feasibility to include the monetary value of economic units lost to potential health 
effects allegedly caused by climate change around the world in the year 2290. 

The focus on global impacts makes an enormous difference on the SCGHGs.  
Recently, the domestic value for the social cost of carbon was roughly $7—seven times 
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less than the interim social cost of carbon.  Similarly, the domestic social cost of 
methane was roughly $55—27 times less than the interim social cost of methane.5 

Using an Improper Time Horizon.  The Interagency Working Group’s 
centuries-long time horizon further dilutes any perceptible causal chain and reflects 
an arbitrary decision that has an outsize impact on the SCGHGs.  Purporting to 
predict global impacts 300 years into the future is an inherently speculative task—
akin to an observer in the year 1721 predicting the invention of nuclear weapons and 
smart phones.  And if the project had any non-speculative basis, the IAMs’ time 
horizon was chosen arbitrarily and the Working Group injected their own 
assumptions into the models beyond their design.   

The choice to run the IAMs to year 2300 originated in the first TSD and 
occurred because “[m]any consider 2200 too short a time horizon because it could miss 
a significant fraction of damages under certain assumptions about the growth of 
marginal damages and discounting.”  2010 TSD at 25 (emphasis added).  In other 
words, without going to the year 2300, the Working Group reasoned, there was a risk 
costs would be lower.  Notably, the Working Group made this decision even though 
one IAM and all of the EMF-22 climate scenarios ended before year 2300.  To 
accomplish this task, the Working Group arbitrarily “adjusted” the PAGE Model 
because it was designed to end in the year 2200.  Id.  The EMF-22 models (the five 
climate scenarios) also did not have projections for GDP, population, and greenhouse 
gas emission trajectories after the year 2100, so the Working Group also made those 
assumptions for the next 200 years that were used in all three IAMs.  Id.  In other 
words, it made up a model that would yield its pre-determined result. 

The changes had the desired effect:  the longer time horizon increased damages 
significantly.  Dayaratna Decl. ¶ 30.  This was a predictable change because “[t]he 
longer the horizon, the more years are summed into the damages and those years 
have greater and greater damages in a future that is difficult if not impossible to 
predict.”  Id. ¶ 34.  To illustrate this effect, when the DICE Model (at a 3 percent 
discount rate) is only run until the year 2150 (roughly half the Working Group’s time 
period) the damages are 13.43% to 20.28% less.  Id. ¶ 35–36.  Although categorized 
as uncertainty, those additional damages assume what will happen centuries into the 
future and solely reflect the Interagency Working Group’s assumptions for an 
additional 200 years.  The Interagency Working Group did not submit these 
assumptions for peer review, expert elicitation, or public comment.  It is virtually 
impossible to account for dynamic changes such as those caused by now commonplace 
technological innovations such as internet, smartphones, and GPS technology that 
were mere science fiction 300 years ago.  Id. ¶ 29.  And the models provide no 
meaningful attempt to account for future technological changes that might mitigate 

                                                 
5 See, e.g., Jean Chemnick, Cost of Carbon Pollution Pegged at $51 Per Ton, 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (March 1, 2021), 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/cost-of-carbon-pollution-pegged-at-51-a-
ton/#:~:text=Contributing%20to%20climate%20change%20is,to%20about%20%2451
%20per%20ton. 
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the putative climate effects of gases, nor any other future mitigation attempts by the 
United States or any other country. 

The SCGHG estimates offer no justification why the IAMs were run to 2300 
versus 2280 or an even 300 years to 2310.  And if the reason is that damages were 
not fully accounted by the year 2100, the SCGHG does not explain its arbitrary 
selection of a 300-year horizon for future damages.  The Interagency Working Group 
also does not explain why the data it used is relevant to predicting GDP and 
population in the year 2300.  All of these issues show that the selected end-dates are 
arbitrary and reflect a naked result-driven policy judgment. 

Fails to Include 7% Discount Rate Baseline.  The selection of the relevant 
discount rate is another consequential policy choice that the Interagency Working 
Group admits “has a large influence on the present value of future damages” and 
“raises highly contested and exceedingly difficult questions of science, economics, 
ethics, and law.”  2021 TSD at 17 (emphasis added).  The 2021 TSD notably excludes 
the use of the 7 percent discount rate that the longstanding guidance in the peer-
reviewed OMB Circular A-4 recommends for regulatory analysis.  OMB recognized 
that a 7 percent discount rate measures the cost of government regulation displacing 
investment (it is what a government project must “earn” (pre-tax) to justify the cost, 
else it would have been better to invest in the market); and a 3 percent rate measures 
the opportunity cost of government regulation that displaces future consumption (for 
example, a person considers $1.03 tomorrow (post-tax) equal to a $1.00 today).  See 
OMB Circular A-4.  The Interagency Working Group chose to use the consumption 
rate of return, alleging that it calculated the Social Cost of Carbon in terms of 
consumption.  The Working Group, however, conceded that its analysis only works if 
it can convert “displaced investment . . . into a flow of consumption equivalents”—
something it suggested it had yet to do fully.  See 2021 TSD at 18; see also id. at 19 
(needing “a more complete measure of costs, accounting for displacement of 
investment”).  In other words, there is no rational explanation for the Working 
Group’s transition from investment-based to consumption-based discounting. 

To illustrate the influence of the selection of discount rate, the average social 
cost of carbon in the FUND Model for 2020 goes from a range of $21 to $39, 2016 TSD 
App. A Table A3, to negative 37 cents.  Dayaratna Decl. ¶ 23.  Adjusted for inflation, 
the FUND Model at a 7 percent discount rate equals negative 45 cents.  Id.  This 
means that under the different (investment-based) discount rate, the social “cost” of 
emitting an extra ton of carbon dioxide becomes a net benefit to society.  Id.  The 
average social cost of carbon in the DICE Model for 2020 goes from a range of $28 to 
$48, 2016 TSD App. A Table A2, to $5.87 when the discount rate is changed to 7 
percent.  Dayaratna Decl. ¶ 22.  Adjusted for inflation, the social cost of carbon under 
the DICE Model at a 7 percent discount rate equals $7.21.  Id.  Adjusted for inflation, 
the values for methane and nitrous oxide show similar sensitivity in the DICE Model 
for 2020 at the 7 percent rate are $331.76 (methane) and $2,312.44 (nitrous oxide).  
Id. ¶¶ 25–26.   

In short, the selection of a discount rate has an enormous impact on the actual 
projected costs generated by the SCGHG estimates.  But this selection is not a 
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scientific decision; even the 2021 Working Group admits that it “raises highly 
contested and exceedingly difficult questions of science, economics, ethics, and law.”  
2021 TSD at 17.  Further, the 2021 Working Group admits that it has no clear 
scientific or economic justification for its abandonment of the investment-
displacement discount rate provided in OMB Circular A-4, and its adoption of the 
much lower consumption-based discount rates provided in the 2021 TSD—other than 
the naked policy preference for increased calculations of the “social costs” of the 
relevant gases.  Indeed, the 2021 Working Group’s arbitrary selection of discount 
rates–especially rates contrary to long-accepted pre-existing regulatory policy 
embodied in Circular A-4–constitutes a policy judgment that Congress did not 
delegate to any federal agency. 

2021 TSD Improperly Relies on Outdated Science.  The SCGHG relies on 
assumptions and science used in the IAMs that do “not reflect the tremendous 
increase in the scientific and economic understanding of climate-related damages 
that has occurred in the past decade.”  2021 TSD at 22; id. at 32.  Contrary to the 
IWG’s assumptions, however, such scientific advances reduce the calculations for 
SCGHGs; they do not inflate them.  As a threshold issue, the NERA report notes that 
the IAMs are plagued by data availability issues for calibration.  NERA Report at 28–
30 (noting DICE 2013R and early 2000 FUND relying on studies from the 1990s).  
The report notes that even when new information is added, sometimes it makes 
relatively little difference if the IAM continues to use older studies.  Id.  There are at 
least three other considerations.   

First, the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity distribution (Roe and Baker (2006)) 
used in all the IAMs is out of date, and the Working Group does not explain why it 
has not considered newer ECSs.  An “ECS is a distribution that probabilistically 
quantifies the earth’s temperature response to a doubling of carbon dioxide 
concentrations.”  Dayaratna Decl. ¶ 39.  For each IAM, the ECS shows the carbon 
dioxide impacts on climate, and the “[s]econdary effects, such as sea-level rise, all 
depend on a reliable ECS.”  Id.  The current ECS used is more than a decade old, and 
it vastly overstates the probability of high-end global warming compared to more 
recent distributions.  Id. ¶ 40.   

A number of more recent ECS distributions suggest lower probabilities of 
extreme global warming in response to higher carbon dioxide concentrations.  Id. 
¶ 41.  Failing to consider these alternatives has a big impact on the SCGHG.  Using 
newer ECS distributions, the average social cost of carbon (at the 3% discount rate in 
2020 dollars) can be reduced by as much as 45% for the DICE Model and 80% for the 
FUND Model.  Dayaratna Decl. ¶¶ 43–46.  For example, the Lewis and Curry (2015) 
ECS that controls for observed ocean heat uptake efficiency causes the DICE Model’s 
values to go from $46.43 to $24.15 in 2020, $55.47 to $28.95 in 2030, $65.43 to $34.25 
in 2040, and $75.83 to $39.94 in 2050.  Id. ¶ 43.  The FUND Model’s values are 
affected even more:  $23.75 to $4.09 in 2020, $26.76 to $4.79 in 2030, $29.93 to $5.52 
in 2040, and $33.25 to $6.25 in 2050.  Id. ¶ 45.  Instead of reviewing these 
alternatives, the 2016 and 2021 TSDs simply apply an ECS that is 15 years old and 
sorely outdated, without any adequate justification or explanation. 
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Second, four of the five EMF-22 scenarios “represent the modelers’ judgment 
of the most likely pathway absent mitigation policies to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, rather than the wider range of possible outcomes.”  2010 TSD at 16 
(emphasis added).  These four scenarios continue to drive the outputs in the 2021 
TSD and are hopelessly outdated.  In addition to climate and emissions policies and 
rules in the last decade, President Biden announced “that America would aim to cut 
its greenhouse gas emissions 50 percent to 52 percent below 2005 levels by 2030.”  
Brad Plumer and Nadja Popovich, The U.S. Has a New Climate Goal. How Does It 
Stack Up Globally?, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 22, 2021).6  Other nations similarly pledged to 
cut emissions compared to 2005 emissions:  the EU nations by 51%, Britain by 63%, 
Canada by 45%, Japan by 44%, and Australia by 28%.  Id.  All of these countries have 
pledged to achieve zero net emissions by 2050.  Id.  And China, the world’s largest 
emitter of greenhouse gases, has pledged that it will aim to get down to zero net 
emissions by 2060.  Id.  To be sure, many nations—such as China—may not comply 
or fully comply with their pledges to reduce emissions.  But it is implausible to 
assume—as the IWG plainly does—that no effective mitigation measures will occur 
over the upcoming decades.  Even before these pledges, the United States and the EU 
nations have all been decreasing their emissions.  Id.  The SCGHGs continued use of 
the four BAU scenarios cannot be justified, and have been criticized as “not just badly 
out of date, but reflecting a set of fictional worlds.”  Roger Pielke Jr, The Biden 
Administration Just Failed its First Science Integrity Test, February 28, 2021 
(available at https://rogerpielkejr.substack.com/p/the-biden-administration-just-
failed).  And this process of implausibly adopting the worst-case scenario while 
refusing to give any weight to possible positive or mitigating effects pervades the 
IWG’s entire analysis. 

Third, the SCGHG analysis fails to fairly account for agricultural benefits 
caused by increased carbon dioxide concentrations, such as increasing plants’ 
internal water use efficiency and raising the rate of net photosynthesis.  Only one 
IAM, the FUND model, includes some quantification of these benefits.  Indeed, the 
DICE model as utilized by the Working Group explicitly presumes that only damages 
will result from more CO2 in the atmosphere and there will be no benefits.  Dayaratna 
Decl. ¶ 52.  This limitation is arbitrary and only serves to overstate damages.  For 
example, even using the outdated Roe Baker (2006) ECS distribution, the FUND 
Model (at a 3 percent discount rate) has a greater than 10 percent chance to generate 
a negative social cost of carbon each year through 2040.  Dayaratna Decl. ¶ 49.  
Changing the discount rate to 7 percent raises that probability significantly.  If an 
updated ECS distribution is used, there is a greater than 50 percent chance the social 
cost of carbon is negative through the year 2050.  Id. ¶ 50–51.  And there is good 
reason to believe that if the DICE Model was permitted to account for these benefits, 
then it would generate some negative values for the SCC as well.  Id. ¶ 52.   

                                                 
6 Available at https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/04/22/climate/new-climate-
pledge.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage. 
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The Interagency Working Group should stop relying on data and projections 
that it knows is not accurate and that only inflate the values for the SCGHGs.  It 
should adhere to the best science showing that the Chicken Little version of future 
greenhouse gas emissions has no basis in reality. 

The commenting States also incorporate by reference their comments and 
analysis regarding the “social cost” of carbon dioxide in their recent comment to the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which is attached as Exhibit C and herein 
incorporated by reference. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The Interagency Working Group’s promulgation of purportedly binding 

numerical values for the “social costs” of gases constitutes a quintessentially 
legislative activity, and its decision to do so without any valid delegation of authority 
from Congress violates the separation of powers and threatens the liberty of all 
Americans.  Further, the 2021 TSD IAM-based methodology is deeply flawed, as 
highlighted by the 2017 NASEM report, and the resulting social costs estimates are 
arbitrary and capricious.  Moreover, the entire “comment” process violates the APA, 
and denies the Interagency Working Group the benefit of the American people’s 
wisdom.  The interim social costs of greenhouse gases should be withdrawn for more 
reflection. 
 
        Respectfully submitted, 

 
        Eric S. Schmitt 
        Attorney General of Missouri 
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